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“The mind is like a parachute. it works best when 
it’s open.”
– His Holiness the Dalai Lama

Have you ever experience time travel? The last 
months have marked quite a shift in our daily life. 
Now that the worldwide situation is progressively 
evolving, we propose youto harness a couple of 
essential elements: curiosity and imagination. Let’s 
dive into the past to better understand our present.
For instance, computers and programming are used 
in many fields, but what about going back in time 
and discovering the human story of the spark that 
once ignited all of it? Why is it important to foster 
empathy, dialogue and individuality?

Bliss can result from many things. An increasingly 
significant proportion of people are taking pictures. 
For instance, what about providing a friend with her 
or his portrait you took during a time you enjoyed 
together and that you wish to remember? Then we 
invite you to take a look at our photography tips 
article.  

Finally, why not close your eyes, open your mind 
and look ahead. What about thinking of your self 
as involved in a cross-border cooperation initiative 
somewhere in Europe or the Middle-East? 

May you be happy!

„Умот е како падобран. Најдобро функционира 
кога е отворен“
- Неговата светост Далај Лама

Дали некогаш сте доживеале патување низ 
времето? Последниве месеци ги одбележа голема 
промена во нашиот секојдневен живот. сега 
кога состојбите ширум светот прогресивно се 
развиваат ние ви предлагаме да вметнете неколку 
важни елементи: љубопитност и фантазија. Да 
се навратиме на минатото како подобро би ја 
разбрале сегашноста. На пример, компјутерите и 
програмирањето се користат во сите области но 
како би било да се вратиме наназад во времето и 
да ја откриеме човечката приказна за искрата која 
го поттикна сето тоа? Зошто е важно да внесеме 
емпатија, дијалог и индивидуалност?

Благосостојбата може да биде резултат на 
повеќе работи. Значително зголемен број на луѓе 
фотографираат. како би било, на пример, да му 
го покажете на пријател нејзиниот или неговиот 
портрет што сте го сликале во време кога сте 
уживале заедно и сакате тоа да се запомни? Тогаш 
ве повикуваме да го погледнете нашиот текст за 
фотографски совети.

и конечно, зошто да не ги затворите очите, го 
ослободите умот и погледнете напред? или да 
се замислите себе си вклучени во прекугранична 
соработка некаде во Европа или Блискиот исток?

Бидете среќни!

ЖУЛ сТрифЛЕр - УрЕДНик НА ОВА иЗДАНиЕ “ВОисЕс”
JULEs sTriFFLEr - EDiTOr OF THis EDiTiON OF “VOiCEs”
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тЕМА НА МЕСЕцОт

HERstory: 
Grace Hopper

Have you ever thought about beginning of the computer era? What was the origin idea? 
Who was the creator of technology we use nowadays? Have you ever thought that some 
women could be co-creators of this very big idea of computers and programming? Here is 

a story of one of them.

4 - VOICES
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TOPIC Of THE mONTH

A great example of women in sTEM (science, 
Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) 

space is Grace Hopper. Grace was an American 
computer scientist and Us Navy rear admiral. 
she was born in 1906 and died in 1992 at age 
85. she had always been a very curious child. 
Maybe that’s why she applied for an early 
admission to Vassar university, but at that time 
was rejected. However, she was admitted the 
next year and graduated with a degree in Math 
and Physics. After that, she proceeded to Yale 
University, where in 1934 she earned a PH.D, 
becoming one of the first few women with 
such a degree. she helped to develop multiple 
computer languages. she was teaching at 
Vassar University until the ii World War, 
when she joined U.s. Naval reserve. With her 
mathematical background, she was assigned 
the Bureau of Ordnance Computation Project 
at Harvard University, where she learned to 
program a Mark i computer. After the war, she 
was still a researcher at Harvard University, but 
she wanted to try herself in private industry. 
That led her to Eckert-Mauchly Computer 
Corporation and then to remington rand, 
where, together with her team, created first 
compiler for computer languages. Her idea 
of translating mathematical notation into 
machine code hadn’t been approved at the 
beginning. she needed to wait 3 years until her 
idea could be established and it happened. in 
1952, COBOL, a computer language for data 
processors, used today in data processing had 
it own very big start. she highly contributed 
to the world of programming and computer 
technology.

she was awarded by many honoured institutions 
and organization. Her name is a symbol of new 
technology and she is considered as one of the 
first programmers of the modern computing 
age.

Grace Hopper is absolutely amazing example 
of human curiosity and potential. in fact, she 
is a symbol of many more women in science, 
who were not marked enough in the history. 
she is also an icon for many women in sTEM 
nowadays and many more who cannot 
contribute to this field because of some social 
prejudices and stereotypes. Although there 
have been decades of fighting for gender 
equality in workplaces, we still observe some 

absence of women in the field of science. 
According to UN database, only 30% of the 
world’s researchers are women. Only 17% of 
people working in sTEM across Europe are 
female and only 5% of leadership positions in the 
tech industry are held by women. Explanations 
for low representation of women in sTEM are 
many. Firstly, discrimination in the science or 
engineering field is still present. Males are still 
considered as more competent and hirable 
than females, despite the same preparation 
and skills. According to researches. secondly, 
there are still many stereotypes about 
typical men and women job preferences and 
predispositions. The stereotypical scientist or 
individual in another sTEM profession is usually 
thought to be male.

Women also miss a role model in this field. It is 
still surprising, especially while we are observing 
a big increase of women performance on 
academic level. Visible inequality was observed 
by United Nations and one of the very big global 
projects of UNEsCO is sAGA (The sTEM and 
Gender Advancement). There are also many 
organizations who fight for gender equality 
in STEM field, because, as they’ve noticed, 
there is a huge need of this particular women 
performance. “Boys club” image should be 
stopped, because technology sector plays a 
huge role in designing our future. That’s why 
diversity and equality are essential if we want 
to make it comprehensively and consciously.

Grace Hopper used to say: “People have an 
enormous tendency to resist change. They love 
to say, ‘We’ve always done it this way.’ I try to 
fight that.”. Let’s try to make it in a new way 
then.

Wiktoria Moritz
Design - Ewelina Chańska

sources: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grace_Hopper
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/01/27/world/women-in-
science-you-should-know-scn/index.html
https://www.biography.com/scientist/grace-hopper
https://women-in-tech.org/context/
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/natural-sciences/priority-
areas/gender-and-science/improving-
measurement-of-gender-equality-in-stem/women-in-
science-explore-the-data/
https:/ /en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Women_in_sTEM_
fields#Explanations_for_low_representation_of_women
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Who was Jean Monnet?
History is an open book. It comprises our past represented as a tale of events, 
with mistakes and lessons, with victories and defeats. Each of us is still writing 
history putting the basis of chapters to complete the book. When we are 
talking about history, especially when we are talking about World War I and II, 
we have in mind a tragic period, and it is normal. World War I and II represented 
a tough period for several years. During these events, we can mention a lot of 
personalities who had a great impact felt even in the present. In the following rows, 
I will present the history of one of the founding fathers of the European Union.

From the international scene, today i choose 
to bring to the fore one of the famous actors, 

Jean Monnet. i am sure you have heard about 
him. His name appears in the European Union 
initiative “Jean Monnet Program” whose aim is 
to encourage teaching, research, and reflection 
in the field of European studies in higher 
education institutions. Here we can mention 
also the well-known Erasmus+ program. Maybe 
you wonder why i picked him from all the 
personalities? The answer is simple: inspiration 
through ambition, actions, intelligence.

Jean Monnet was a French entrepreneur, 
diplomat, financier, administrator, and political 
visionary. He was the inspiration behind the 
“schuman Plan” which foresaw the merger of 
the European heavy industry. Jean Monnet’s 
extraordinary interpersonal skills for a career 
in international business were developed at 
a young age. These skills were seen when he 
started working for the family run-cognac 
business in London. After this moment, 
he started to travel around the world as 
a businessman and later also as a banker. 
During both world wars, he held high-level 
positions relating to the coordination of 
industrial production in France and the United 
Kingdom. He couldn’t enroll for the first world 

рЕпОртАжА
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war due to health reasons, but this didn’t 
stop him to help in another way. He proposed 
to the France Government to be the person 
who will coordinate war supplies with 
Britain. The France president made him an 
economic intermediary between France and 
its allies. He tried, for a couple of years, to 
put the bases of European cooperation with 
not much success. showing great support 
during the war, Jean Monnet, at the age 
of thirty-one, was named, in 1919, Deputy 
secretary-General of the League of Nations 
by the French premier Georges Clemenceau 
and British statesman Arthur Balfour.

Being disappointed with the League because 
of its decision-making process, Jean Monnet 
resigned in 1923. From now on, he will 
become one of the most connected persons 
of his time. His contribution to the economy 
andinternational politics had a great impact 
starting from America to Europe and from 
Europe to Asia. He played an important 
role in the economic recovery of several 
European nations. We could mention here the 
stabilization of the currency of two countries, 
the Polish złoty in 1927 and the Romanian 
leu in 1928. Historical sources state that Jean 
Monnet played a key role in the Chinese 
economy too. At the invitation of the Chinese 
Minister of Finance, Jean Monnet took the 
chair of the east-west non-political committee 
in China for the development of the Chinese 
economy. This led to the connection between 
Chinese capital with foreign companies. 

World War ii brought our personality close 
to significant namessuch as Charles de Gaulle 
(President of France), Winston Churchill  (Prime 
minister of the Uk), Franklin D. roosevelt. 
Being an adviser of the U.s. President, F.D. 
roosevelt, Jean Monnet persuaded him to 
lunch a program to stimulate the economy and 

to supply the Allies with military resources. 
According to some voices, Jean Monnet 
was inspired by American cooperation and 
saw this as a lifebuoy for Europe’s recovery. 

Following World War ii, coal and steel 
industries were an important need for 
the reconstruction  of Europe. France 
and Germany wanted both to detain the 
control of these industries. in the middle 
of tensions between two countries, Jean 
Monnet took real steps towards European 
unity. On this line, Monnet instigated and 
prepared the declaration made by robert 
schuman, France’s Minister of Foreign 
Affairs. The so-called Schuman Declaration 
made on 9 May 1950 foresee the idea to put 
the production of coal and steel under one 
High Authority. in a document published 
by the European Commission, it is stated 
that “the idea behind this was that if the 
production of these resources was shared 
by the two most powerful countries on the 
continent, it would prevent any future war. 
As the governments of Germany, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg 
replied favorably, this declaration laid the basis 
for the European Coal and Steel Community, 
the predecessor to the European Economic 
Community and subsequent European Union”.

Jean Monnet was, through his gift of 
argument and persuasion, a great personality 
capable to convince European leaders to 
work towards common interests and to 
understand the benefits of cooperation. 
From this shorthistory lesson, we can 
learn three important things. First, age 
does not impede holding a high position. 
second, you can change the situation with 
good arguments and persuasion. Third, 
never give up on an idea you know is good.

Angela Gabor 
Design - Kirsi Suomi

sources:
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/
opportunities/jean-monnet_en accessed on 18.05.2020. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Monnetaccessed 
on 20.05.2020.

REPORTAGE
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МИСЛЕЊЕ

Support your 
local dreamer

Nowadays it’s really easy to just go 
and buy whatever you need from big 

supermarkets, or what’s becoming more 
and more popular, ordering from online. 
And why not? it’s much cheaper and more 
convenient to go and buy everything you 
need at the same time. And it’s totally 
understandable, you get to save time and 
money. You don’t have to go from shop 
to shop to find what you need. But exactly 
why in the end this isn’t such a good thing 
as it appears to be and why we should pay 
more attention to the purchases we make?

If we look ten to fifteen years back and 
remember what kind of shops we used 
to have, the selection used to be much 
more varied. There were different kiosks, 
different kinds of small markets with their 
own owners, handmade items... inside of 
these places, there was more character 
and a different atmosphere, the people 
who work there could make the place cozy 
and welcoming,they could influence to 
the surroundings and the selling products 

and that way implement their dreams.
Probably many people would rather run their 
own business, making their own working 
conditions, and having the opportunity to 
influence their work, quality, and ethics of 
the products. But that’s not so convenient 
anymore. The small businesses are competing 
with large corporations and usually, the 
competition is won by the corporations, 
they have money, they have power and 
people want to buy cheap products.

Now since the world is changing to more 
corporation-friendly reality, these kinds of 
small shops with domestic products have 
become much rarer because it’s simply 
not profitable anymore. We, consumers, 
prefer to do our shopping in bigger markets 
mostly because the prices might be cheaper 
and the selection of the products much 
more varied. so it’s just convenient, right? 
The main interest is not supporting the 
businesses, it’s in our personal needs.

8 - VOICES
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OPINION

Why is it important to think of who 
you give your money to? 

To understand this, we need to understand 
what money is and how it works. Before 
we invented money, people used to trade 
goods. so, for example if you knew how to 
make clothes you could trade your product 
with a person who knows how to bake 
bread. This way both of you get something 
that you need, they get something to 
wear and you get something to eat. But 
that becomes really complicated because 
of the variety of things and products, and 
peoples’ personal needs, so easier are 
when there is one thing that everyone 
desires, and that is money. Money 
simply is the medium of exchange.

To understand how money works, we 
need a bit of imagination here. so,let’s 
say you live in a village. You get your 
salary and you have some purchases to 
make. First, you need to buy food. You 
have options, you can go to buy your 
food from a local farmer who might live 
in the same village or city.  Or you can go 
to the nearest supermarket to make the 
purchases, probably from there, you can 
find everything you need and even more, 
not only food but also other goodsat a 
lower price. But the decision to make here 
is: to who you want to give your money 
to and why does that matter? if you 
decide to go to your local farmer you are 
basically giving your money to them, you 

are supporting their business and making 
it possible for them to continue. if you 
decide to go to the supermarket which is 
owned by possibly a foreign corporation, 
you give your money to them. Of course, 
some of the profits are distributed by 
paying salaries to employees but most of 
the money goes to the corporation. You 
can also stop to think about the conditions 
the employees are facing there, it’s 
normal that people go to work on these 
kinds of places because they don’t have 
other options. They could have if there 
would be consumer demands for that.

if you got the inspiration to change 
your shopping habits, you can easily 
do it. You just need to put a little bit of 
effort on focusing what you buy and 
from where. Find out what your local 
businesses have to offer you. You may 
just end up changing your habits, eating 
more fresh food, and consuming more 
ethical products. Do research online since 
many of the small local businesses are 
pushed to sell their products there.You 
may not be able to change all the habits, 
but the wonderful thing is that even a 
small change matters. it matters to small 
businesses; it gives them an opportunity 
to continue implementing their dreams.

Kirsi Suomi
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КУЛтУрА

Ramadan, in Islam, the ninth month of the Muslim 
calendar. It begins and ends with the appearance of 

the crescent moon. Because the Muslim calendar year 
is shorter than the Gregorian calendar year, Ramadan 
begins 10–12 days earlier each year. For Muslims, 
Ramadan is a period of introspection, communal 
prayer in the mosque, and reading of the Quran. God 
forgives the past sins of those who observe the holy 
month with fasting, prayer, and faithful intention. 
During the month of Ramadan, Muslims won’t eat or 
drink between dawn and sunset. This is called fasting. 
Fasting is important during Ramadan as it allows 
Muslims to devote themselves to their faith and 
come closer to God. After iftar (the end of the fasting 
for each day), people go out and come together with 
friends and families until Sahur (the beginning of the 
fasting for each day). Most countries have special 
events and traditional shows during the Ramadan. 

Although Muslims were first commanded to fast 
in the second year of Hijra (624 CE), they believe 
that the practice of fasting is actually not an 
innovation of monotheism but rather has always 
been necessary for believers to attain taqwa (the 
fear of God). They point to the fact that the pre-
Islamic pagans of Mecca fasted on the tenth day of 
Muharram to expiate sin and avoid drought. Philip 
Jenkins argues that the observance of Ramadan 
fasting grew out of “the  strict  Lenten discipline of 
the Syrian Churches,” a postulation corroborated 
by other scholars, including theologian Paul-Gordon 
Chandler, but disputed by some Muslim academics.

Sultan of  The 11 Month
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CULTURE
VErsEs ABOUT rAMADAN iN QUrAN
• [Fasting for] a limited number of days. so whoever 

among you is ill or on a journey [during them] – 
then an equal number of days [are to be made up]. 
And upon those who are able [to fast, but with 
hardship] – a ransom [as substitute] of feeding a 
poor person [each day]. And whoever volunteers 
excess – it is better for him. But to fast is best for 
you, if you only knew.

• The month of ramadhan [is that] in which was 
revealed the Qur’an, a guidance for the people and 
clear proofs of guidance and criterion. so whoever 
sights [the new moon of] the month, let him fast it; 
and whoever is ill or on a journey – then an equal 
number of other days. Allah intends for you ease 
and does not intend for you hardship and [wants] 
for you to complete the period and to glorify Allah 
for that [to] which He has guided you; and perhaps 
you will be grateful.

• it has been made permissible for you the night 
preceding fasting to go to your wives [for sexual 
relations]. They are clothing for you and you are 
clothing for them. Allah knows that you used to 
deceive yourselves, so He accepted your repentance 
and forgave you. so now, have relations with them 
and seek that which Allah has decreed for you. 
And eat and drink until the white thread of dawn 
becomes distinct to you from the black thread [of 
night]. Then complete the fast until the sunset. And 
do not have relations with them as long as you are 
staying for worship in the mosques. These are the 
limits [set by] Allah, so do not approach them. Thus 
does Allah make clear His ordinances to the people 
that they may become righteous.

 

FAQ’s Abaout ramadan

What do Muslims believe they gain 
from fasting?
Some of the main benefits 
of ramadan are an increased 
compassion for those in need of 
the necessities of life, a sense of 
self-purification and reflection, and 
a renewed focus on spirituality. 
Muslims also appreciate the 
feeling of togetherness shared 
by family and friends throughout 
the month. Perhaps the greatest 
practical benefit is the yearly 
lesson in self-restraint and 
discipline that can carry forward 
to other aspects of a Muslim’s 
life such as work and education.

Why do Muslims fast?
Fasting, or sawn, loosely translates 
as ‘to refrain’. so during ramadan 
Muslims commit to not eating, 
drinking, smoking, or even chewing 
gum during daylight hours. But 
sawn isn’t just about physical 
restraint, it also refers to bad 
thoughts, actions, and words. Many 
people assume that ramadan is 
about deprivation, but in islam it’s 
often a time to spend with family, 
breaking fast at sunset over iftar. 
The fast itself is intended to help 
Muslims learn about self-discipline 
and restraint, and enable them to 
empathize with those who have less.

How can non-Muslim co-workers 
and friends help someone who is 
fasting?
Employers, co-workers, and 
teachers can help by understanding 
the significance of Ramadan and 
by showing a willingness to make 
minor allowances for its physical 
demands. special consideration 
can be given to such things as 
requests for vacation time, the 
need for flexible early morning or 
evening work schedules, and lighter 
homework assignments. it is also 
very important that Muslim workers 
and students be given time to attend 
Eid prayers at the end of ramadan.

 VOICES - 11
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ЕрАЗМУС+

Expanding cross-border cooperation across Europe and its neighborhood

European territorial cooperation, also known as Interreg, is a fascinating field. It builds 
on solidarity and shows real European integration on the ground.

Opportunities for a dynamic dialogue 
between people across borders are part of 

the solution to movements fostering dissension. 
Populist rhetorics seeking to turn populations 
of neighboring countries on one another are 
less likely to spread if civil societies keep in 
mind diversity is not a threat but contrarily an 
invaluable asset. striving for ever-more depth 
in the relations between citizens of Europe 
and beyond is a never-ending work-in-progress 
which definitely deserved to be strived for. 

The “interreg Volunteer Youth” (iVY) pilot 
program provides such opportunities. iVY 
is an action to offer the possibility to young 
people aged 18-30 to serve as volunteers in 
cross-border, transnational, or interregional 
programs and related projects for two to six 
months. Being solidarity and volunteering at 
the heart of iVY, this initiative is part of the 
European solidarity Corps. Matching together 
various working cultures sometimes requires 
thinking out of the box, but this is precisely 
what is stimulating in cross-border cooperation.

This is why i decided to apply and subsequently 
got involved as an iVY in inter-religio, a cross-
border inter-university project managed by 
the Université de strasbourg, uniting French, 
German, and swiss universities. This has been 
a very stimulating and meaningful experience, 
thanks to the dedication of my colleagues on 
the one hand, and the commitment of the iVY 
managing team on thye other hand.  

Volunteers support, promote and report the 
concrete achievements of interreg programs 
and projects, as well as generally promote 
cooperation and related values, across 
European borders and beyond. While helping 
their host organizations, volunteers acquire 
a unique experience of personal growth and 
gain skills that they can employ in their future 
experiences.
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ERASMUS+

Expanding cross-border cooperation across Europe and its neighborhood

interreg Volunteer Youth is structured around 
two main strands: 

1. interreg Project Partners help implement an 
Interreg project, focusing on specific aspects 
or difficulties to be solved in fields such as 
solidarity projects, people to people projects, 
health projects, community-based projects, 
projects focusing on the social dimension of 
interreg cooperation. interreg Project Partners 
are therefore hosted by project beneficiaries 
involved in an interreg project;

2. interreg reporters help disseminate 
information on the benefits of territorial 
integration on the ground, through reporting 
successful on interreg projects realized in a 
specific region. Interreg Reporters are therefore 
deployed either in the offices of the Interreg 
Managing Authorities and/or the interreg Joint 
secretariats. 

Additionally, iVY volunteers are now given the 
chance to organize local events addressing 
citizens to raise awareness of Cohesion Policy, 
so-called “Citizens Engagement Activities”.  
such events aim to promote European 
Territorial Cooperation and to tell citizens what, 
thanks to interreg, has been implemented in 
the region to enhance local development.

• IVY has been initiated by the European 
Commission - Directorate-General for regional 
and Urban Policy (DG rEGiO).
• IVY is managed by the Association of European 
Border regions (AEBr).

since its creation, iVY extended to Pre-Accession 
Assistance Cross-border Co-operation Programs 
(iPA-CBC) as well as Neighborhood Cross-border 
Co-operation Programmes (ENi-CBC). so far, 
one iPA CBC Programme has joined iVY: iPA-CBC 
Programme italy - Albania - Montenegro, who 
hosted an italian volunteer. Currently, there 
are two volunteers from iPA/CBC countries on 
the ground. One from russia volunteering for 
région Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur in France 
and one from North Macedonia volunteering 
for the National Park Thayatal in Austria.

Any interreg Program, National Authority, 
and Project beneficiary can become an IVY 
host organization. since May 2019, also 
interreg Programmes and Projects located 
in switzerland, some countries members of 
the European Economic Area (EEA), namely 
Norway, Liechtenstein, iceland, and some 
countries involved in Pre-Accession Assistance 
Cross-border Co-operation Programmes(iPA-
CBC), notably serbia, North Macedonia, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Albania, and 
Turkey, are eligible to host volunteers under the 
initiative “interreg Volunteer Youth”.

As from January 2020, the initiative addresses 
also Neighborhood Cross-border Co-operation 
Programs (ENi-CBC) and related projects, 
namely Algeria, Armenia, Belarus, Georgia, 
Egypt, israel, Lebanon, Palestine, republic of 
Moldova, russia, Tunisia, and Ukraine. 

What’s in there for me? 

Candidates from the following countries can 
participate:
-  switzerland;
- some countries members of the European 
Economic Area (EEA): Norway, Liechtenstein, 
iceland;
- some countries involved in Pre-Accession 
Assistance Cross-border Co-operation Programs 
(iPA-CBC): serbia, North Macedonia, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Montenegro, Albania, and Turkey;
- countries involved in Neighborhood Cross-
border Co-operation Programs (ENi-CBC): 
Algeria, Armenia, Belarus, Georgia, Egypt, 
israel, Lebanon, Palestine, republic of Moldova, 
russia, Tunisia, and Ukraine. 

Will you join?
•Contact ivy@aebr.eu
•Visit https://www.interregyouth.com/
•Follow https://twitter.com/InterregYouth
•Like https://www.facebook.com/InterregYouth 

Jules Striffler 

sources:
https://aebr-balkans.eu/interreg-volunteer-youth-ivy-
extends-to-ipa-countries/
www.interregyouth.com
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Don’t 
let your 
brain 
fool you

Information is power. You might have heard that before. No matter if it’s true or 
not, we can easily observe how big influence one information might have.

The situation the whole world is facing 
nowadays is a great example of the impact 

of information. Fear, denial,or information 
overload are only few of the main symptoms 
we can observe and experience by ourselves. 
We are receivers of anhuge amount of 
information every day – by news we read, by 
podcasts we listen to, by videos or pictures 
we watch orthrough various accounts, 
people and products we follow on social 
media. These are all information platforms 
because everything we perceive carries some 
information behind. sometimes we forget 
about it,we automatically share it with others 
and unconsciously create some opinions, 
which are very often based on news we liked.
That’s why information more often becomes 
a tool of manipulation, because it easily 
influences our perception and opinion. It’s 
often used during campaigns, while talking 
about social issues, politics, science, life 
approaches etc. While being overwhelmed 
with receiving information, we naively believe 
that everything we read, watch, listen to is 
true and even if it’s not, then it doesn’t affect 
our lives. it’s not so easy though. But then, 
the question shows up - why don’t we pay 
more attention to the quality of information?

The answer can be pretty easy and in fact 
it can be found in the most famous human 
achievement – ability to think. With all 
development we face, our skills also need to 
be developed, because much of our thinking, 
left to itself, is biased, distorted, partial, 
uninformed or down-right prejudiced. We are 
victims of many traps of our own thinking.
Then we need to extend our critical thinking. 
it might be well known phrase but let me 
bring it back here again. Critical thinking 
is the ability to think clearly and rationally. 
it’s understanding the logical connections 
between ideas, actively conceptualizing, 
analysing and evaluating information gathered 
and generated by observation, experience, 
reflectionand reasoning. In fact, it is also 
asking ourselves higher ordered questions. 

How can i do it and are there any likely positive 
advantages? i don’t want to leave popular 
phrase with one more definition, while we 
can all work on our conscious thinking with a 
little help of some tools. in order to start think 
critically, it’s good to think about why it’s 
important. Do i really want it? it also matters 
when we observe what are the causes of 
thinking that “i’m always right” – what are 
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the causes that the other perspective is 
wrong and doesn’t matter. i think the answers 
are pretty obvious and we can observe the 
effects around the world with an absolutely 
irrational actions taken by people we might 
love or hate. Another thing is that we all 
make some decisions and critical thinking 
is something which helps us to make those 
decisions more consciously and at the end of 
a day to be more satisfied. It brings peace and 
calm back. it’s because while we learn how 
to ask proper and adequate questions, we 
can easily discuss, make some choices, create 
opinions and what more develop ourselves. 

The biggest step into critical thinking is to 
start questioning yourself. Why do i think 
like that. Who told me that. What sources 
where brought to confirm that thesis. Is it 
fact or opinion? What kind of emotions does 
this information bring? it doesn’t matter if 
it’s something you read or listen to – start 
to ask questions. When you think about 
someglobal issues, challenge yourself with 
those questions – while reading about global 
warming, poverty, war, religion, politics. 
Another tool is a model used by intercultural 
education trainers, while talking about 
mutual understanding and broaden 
perspectives. it’s called the D.i.V.E model. 

D – describe
i – interpret

V – verify 
E – evaluate 

it’sa short and easy tool to perceive some 
information. While we observe something, 
it’s very easy to stop on our emotions. And 
it’s normal. When we see or experience 
something, our brain sends some signals 
and we automatically feel some emotions, 
based on what we perceive. Emotions are 
important, because in many cases they 
are important signals, but they can also be 
misleading. That is why it’s a key to go forward 
and name it, because when we describe 

something it often happens that it brings 
much more different feelings than before. 
Then we can start to interpret. Why is it 
important? it’s because we can confront 
our observation with deeper insight 
based on our knowledge and experience.
Next, it brings us to verification which 
is absolutely crucial, because we can 
check with different sources what we’ve 
already observed and interpreted. 

Then we can decide if we agree or disagree 
with that – whether we like it or not. 
This easy method helps to understand our 
world better and decrease our own biases 
by digging deeper, by stepping by, reflecting, 
and understanding another perspective. 
i would like to leave you with some 
other digital tools, which can help you 
with verifying fake information and 
then increasing your critical thinking. 

• images.google.pl - analyses photos 
published on different websites 
and shows whether they’ve 
been already published or not

• Extended google search – helps 
to find more detailed information

• Web.achieve.org - helps to find any 
changes on the existing websites from 
the moment they’ve been created 

These are few examples for the beginning. 
Let’s keep in mind that our opinion is based 
only on our perception and perspective. 
We live in amazingly diverse world and 
the beauty of diversity always brings new 
perspectives. Don’t let you brain fool you. 

Wiktoria Moritz
Design - Kirsi Suomi

sources: https://www.skillsyouneed.com/learn/critical-
thinking.html
https://www.criticalthinking.org/pages/defining-critical-
thinking/766
Encourage critical thinking with 3 questions | Brian 
Oshiro | TEDxXiguan
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A few tips when you think 
of portrAit photogrAphy
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REPORTAGE

One item on my to-do list is to create a travel journal. One day recently, I came across an art 
magazine specialized in this topic. I purchased it, and I happily discovered inside there is a 
whole section dedicated to my favorite hobby applied to travel logbook: photography. 
I will briefly share with you a few tips I learned thanks to this publication.

One kind of activity i appreciate very much 
is the portrait. This is why i customized 
my camera with a vertical handle or grip. 
Deciding to shoot with a wide perspective 
allows you to get your subject in a full-length 
portrait that provides you with an interesting 
alternative result. Specifically, when a person 
is doing an activity, this solution brings an 
extra level of information. For instance, you 
will gain more depth in terms of insight into 
his or her clothing, centers of interest, jobs, 
living environment, etc.

There are two categories of standing 
portrait: either posed or spontaneous. The 
first option means a cooperative approach. 
One challenge is to act in such a way that 
your topic does not appear as being frozen. 
Make her or him feel comfortable and forget 
for a moment your presence. The wording 
of the spontaneous alternative speaks for 
itself. if you succeed in crystallizing what 
characterizes your subject, then high five. 

in photography, rules have been established 
to be bent as long as you keep the initiative. 
You can see yourself as a film director who 
is trying various possibilities of angles, light, 
and focuses. On the one hand, there is your 
inspiration, on the other hand you have to 
deal with your environment, your topic, 
perspectives, and the circumstances.

Both categories require the same curiosity 
toward the other, the same humanity. it is 
important to have beforehand an idea of 
what you are looking for and the meaning 
you hope for your upcoming picture. But 
most important, remember to have fun!

Jules Striffler (translation of the text and 
pictures)

source:
Pratiques des arts (hors-série n°51 carnet de 
voyage), Gauduchon David, « La photographie 
au service du carnettiste. », pp.108-109, Octobre 
2019, Diverti Éditions
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тЕМА НА МЕСЕцОт

Неjзината приkазна: 
Греjс Хопер

Сте помислиле ли некогаш на почетоците на компјутерската ера? Од каде потекна 
првичната идеја? Кој беше креаторот на технологијата што денес ја користиме? 
Дали сте помислиле дека некои жени би можеле да бидат рамноправни креатори на 

оваа голема идеја за компјутери и програмирање? Еве ја приказната за една од нив.
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TOPIC Of THE mONTH

Одличен пример за жените во сТЕМ (Наука, 
Технологија, инжињерство и Математика) 

е Грејс Хопер. Грејс била американски 
компјутерски научник и резервен Морнарички 
Адмирал на американската војска. родена 
во 1906 година, а почината во 1992 година на 
85-годишна возраст. Отсекогаш била љубопитно 
дете. Можеби и затоа се пријавила уште најрано 
на Васар Универзитетот но тогаш била одбиена. 
Но веќе следната година била примена и 
завршува Математика и физика. Веднаш потоа 
продолжува на Јеил Универзитетот каде во 
1934 година се здобива со Докторат, со што 
станува една од првите неколку жени со ова 
ниво. Таа има помогнато во развојот на повеќе 
компјутерски јазици. Таа предавала на Васар 
Универзитетот до почетокот на Втората св, 
Војна кога се придружува на резервниот состав 
на американската морнарица. со нејзиното 
математичко познавање назначена е  во проектот 
на Бирото за борбени пресметки на Харвард 
Универзитетот каде научува да програмира 
Марк 1 компјутери. По Војната останува како 
истражувач на Харвард но посакува да се испроба 
и во приватната индустрија. Тоа ќе ја доведе 
во контакт со Екерт-Мочли корпорацијата за 
компјутери, а потоа во ремингтон ренд каде 
заедно со нејзиниот тим ќе ја објават првата 
збирка од компјутерски јазици. Нејзината идеја 
за превод на математичкиот јазик во машински 
код не била одобрена во почетокот. Требало 
да поминат 3 години за нејзината идеја да биде 
промовирана и да се реализира. Во 1952 година, 
COBOL компјутерски јазик за процесирање 
на податоци кој и денес се користи, го имаше 
својот почеток. Нејзиниот придонес во светот на 
програмирањето и компјутерска технологија е 
значителен.

Таа има добиено многу признанија од многу 
престижни институции и организации. Нејзиното 
име е симбол за новата технологија и таа се 
смета за еден од пионерите во програмирањето 
во модерната компјутерска ера.

Грејс Хопер е извонреден пример за човечката 
љубопитност и потенцијал. Всушност, таа е 
пример за многу жени во науката, на кои не им 
е оддадена доволна почит низ историјата. Таа е 
исто така и икона за многу жени во сТЕМ дури 
и денес, како и на многу други кои не биле во 
можност да допринесат заради општествени 
предрасуди и стереотипи. иако изминаа повеќе 
декади во борбата за родова рамноправност на 

работното место, сеуште сме сведоци на малата 
застапеност на жените на полето на науката. 
според базата на податоци на ОН само 30% од 
светските истражувачи се жени. Околу 17% од 
вработените во сТЕМ се жени и 5% од нив на 
лидерски позиции во технолошката индустрија. 
Објаснувањата за ниската застапеност на жените 
во сТЕМ се повеќе. Најнапред, дискриминацијата 
во науката и инжинерството се сеуште присутни. 
Мажите сеуште се сметаат за покомпетентни 
и пожелни за вработување од жените и покрај 
истото ниво на спрема и вештини. како второ, 
сеуште постојат стереотипи за типична машка 
и женска работа по однос на побарувања и 
предиспозиции. стереотипниот научник или 
поединец во сТЕМ професиите во најчестите 
претстави е маж. 

На жените исто така им недостасува пример 
за жена на ова поле. сеуште е изненадувачки, 
особено кога гледаме голем пораст на 
придонесот на жените на академско ниво. Оваа 
очигледна нееднаквост е мониторирана од 
Обединетите Нации и од еден од најголемите 
проекти на УНЕскО е сАГА (сТЕМ и родова 
еднаквост). Постојат многу организации кои 
се борат за родова рамноправност во сТЕМ 
бидејќи, како тие забележуваат, постои 
голема потреба од одреден женски допринос. 
имиџот на „Машки клуб“ треба да се надмине 
бидејќи технолошкиот сектор игра важна 
улога во креирањето на нашата иднина. Затоа 
разноличноста и еднаквоста се есенцијални ако 
сакаме тоа да се одвива комплетно и свесно.

А Грејс Хопер секогаш викаше: „Луѓето имаат 
невидено голем отпор кон промените. Тие 
обожаваат да кажат: Отсекогаш сме работеле на 
овој начин. Јас се обидувам да се изборам против 
тоа.“. Да се обидеме тогаш да го направиме тоа 
на поинаков начин.

Викторија Мориц
Преведувач: Горан Галабов

извори:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grace_Hopper 
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/01/27/world/women-in-science-
you-should-know-scn/index.html 
https://www.biography.com/scientist/grace-hopper 
https://women-in-tech.org/context/ 
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/natural-sciences/priority-
areas/gender-and-science/improving-measurement-of-
gender-equality-in-stem/women-in-science-explore-the-data/ 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Women_in_sTEM_
fields#Explanations_for_low_representation_of_women
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History and the 
importance of names
One of the aspects I’ve always loved 
about (studying) History is that it makes 
you smarter. A bit like a superpower, or 
a “third eye”, so to speak, it helps you 
see layers in reality, in everyday life, in 
the political arena that are not evident 
to a less trained eye.

studying History leads us to realize that 
what we live today is not natural, not given, 

something that has been here forever and 
forever will remain so, but instead the result 
of concrete historical moments, geographical 
spaces, decisions, perceptions, cultural practices 
and traditions - broader contexts - and that it may 
be changed. This applies to the country we live 
in, the kind of relationships that we nurture and 
that are socially normal to have, how we dress, 
or how we call a certain profession, institution or 
event.

That’s what I wish to discuss here, specifically: 
how we call things. The choice of names 
is usually considered a very banal activity - 
everybody and everything has to have a name 
commonly acknowledged so that we can refer to 
it and understand what/who we’re talking about. 
right? Well, there’s more to it than that. And this 
is a simple yet tremendously important benefit 
that historical knowledge brings to our critical 
sense. How so?

Well, for a start, giving a process a certain name 
(nobody and nothing is born with a name, not 
you, not me, not anything in history or in current 
events) conveys a certain assessment of it. An 
evaluation of a situation, the level of gravity or 
unimportance of a problem, who is to blame or 
to be applauded for it, what’s to be done, how 
and by whom. A name is a representative of the 
narrative around something - an institution, a 
crisis, a country, a people - how it is framed, and 
who is the group that sets the tone. 
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Let’s land this statement in a few examples. The 
process of fragmentation of a certain region or 
state into smaller regions or states, more often than 
not in a belligerent or not really friendly manner, a 
tone that keeps on characterizing their relations, 
is geopolitically baptised “Balkanization”. Yes, it 
does make a (negative) reference to the history 
of the Balkan peninsula and its political changes 
overtime. Even though it is true that the states 
that exist today in the region were not exactly 
the same thirty or a hundred years ago, and 
throughout the nineteenth century, it is also true 
that other regions of the globe have gone through 
similar processes but none has received such a 
strong association with political instability and 
hostility.

Also, the arrival of Christopher Columbus in 1492 
in the territory of the continent today we call 
“Americas” is most generally called “the discovery 
of Americas”, although this is contested by many 
Historians today. it could be called anything else, 
“The disaster of Americas”, “the encounter with 
Americas”, but the denomination that stayed 
is “the discovery of Americas”. it shows that 
this history is/was majorly told by the Western 
European colonizers’ point of view and that of 
their descendants, because it basically says the 
continent wasn’t known for them until then and 
thus, for the universal history they tell, it didn’t 
exist until then. The second name would tell us 
of the perspective of the natives of the region 
- millions of indigenous people died of diseases 
brought from overseas and were killed in several 
forms of exploitation, not to speak of their cities, 
social systems, languages, cultures that were 
to a large extent wiped out of the face of Earth 
- a disaster. The third name, on the other hand, 
“encounter”, would tell us that (at least) two 
different, but equally recognized and dignified, 
peoples that didn’t know each other met in this 
event, that brought two worlds together.

(All this not to mention the fact that none of 
the peoples who inhabited the continent before 
colonizations called it Americas, but in some 
regions Abya-Yala, in others Tawantinsuyu, names 
almost nobody knows nowadays, and the Americas 
were so named because of Américo Vespuccio, an 
explorer from Florence who was in what today is 
Brazil and realized that the stars he saw from there 
were not the same as the stars he saw from where 
he was born, and so it must be another continent 
altogether.)

similarly, when something is called a “crisis”, 
and not an “issue”; a “war” and not a “conflict”; 
“reunification” and not “foundation”; a “revolution” 
instead of a “reformation” or a “coup”; when we 
call for “austerity” and not “more efficient/ socially 
sensitive investment/ expenditure”, each of these 
names sends a certain interpretation of events, a 
certain message to us on how to read it, how act 
individually and collectively, what is the past and 
the future that are being built. it is powerful, it can 
trigger (very different) reactions or paralyse them, 
and we should not take them lightly.

i don’t mean that every message we receive is a 
lie or a twist of events meant to manipulate us. 
Not at all. sometimes, names such as “pandemic”, 
“epidemic” or “endemic” are important categories 
to analyse situations and guide us on how best to 
live them, for our own good. i just mean that we 
should be conscient of the fact that there’s no 
neutrality or accident in how we call things or how 
names are used. And that if we are aware that things 
are named and don’t have a name, we can examine 
or try to know a bit more about the process that 
generated such a nomenclature, how it is used and 
be critical to it, thus being free to judge by ourselves 
if we find it more or less adequate and should act 
according to it or question it. 

Vitória dos Santos Acerbi
Design - Ewelina Chańska
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A lot of this came from my mom, who has 
always encouraged me and my sister to see 

the plentifulness of our world and to feel hungry 
for experience and everything it has to offer 
us. But, well, life changes, and i decided not to 
become a teacher. However, the will to share my 
life perspective with others remains the same, and 
with much happiness i realized i could accomplish it 
writing to Voices.

recently, i read a book that made me think a lot 
about education and how guardians can help 
youngsters to become responsible, empathetic, 
and respectful adults. The book was You Learn By 
Living, by Eleanor roosevelt - yes, she, the “First 
Lady of the World”, head of the commission who 
wrote the Universal Declaration of Human rights. 
i deeply believe this is a book that we should all 
read at some point in our life, especially in youth, to 
have more clarity and maturity in guiding our lives. 
In addition to it, we young people can reflect on 
how to raise potential future kids, give some tips to 
acquaintances who presently have them and learn 
to behave nicely to all those present in our lives.

Firstly, roosevelt wrote that if you want to forge 
human ties with people and make the most of your 

Empathy, dialogue, and individuality:  
essential principles of our growing up process

 For as long as I remember, I’ve always believed in education. My dream was to become 
a kindergarten teacher, to put my beliefs into action by helping children develop their 
personalities, cultivate curiosity for all the learning possibilities that we have in the world, 

and supporting them on their challenges and discoveries. 

relationship with them you should value what they 
say and try to comprehend their point of view, 
which is essential. i’ve noticed children often feel 
neglected due to parents constantly diminishing 
what they feel and do try to be empathetic with 
them. You probably must have already felt sad 
when someone made fun of you at school and on 
telling what happened to your parents, they just 
told you to forget it, that it was not important, 
instead of taking some minutes to listen carefully 
and understand your feelings.

Another scene you must have already seen or lived: 
a family is at a party and their child starts crying after 
getting irritated by all the hullabaloo. Guardians tell 
them to shut up and stop the tantrum so as not to 
bother others. This behavior is very problematic, 
because sometimes what kids want to hear is “i 
know you are bothered and suffering, I understand 
you are frustrated, come here and stay with me, 
together we can feel less stressed and have fun”. 
This way, they feel valued, respected, and build 
trust, knowing there is someone they can reach 
for in hard times. i comprehend that sometimes it 
is easier said than done, and some situations are 
really hard to deal with. However, taking care of 
children with patience, dialogue and empathy truly 
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helps them to grow up reproducing this kind of 
conduct with others, creating healthy relationships 
and avoiding behaviors such as intolerance, anger, 
constant lack of patience with others’ feelings and 
not knowing how to handle their own emotions.

secondly, roosevelt tells us a lot about facing 
responsibilities. she wrote that young people are 
often asked to make decisions all of a sudden when 
for their whole life they have been made to obey 
very harsh rules. The lack of dialogue and empathy 
that i mentioned above usually are practiced by 
parents that do not discuss with their child what 
is happening in their life, their work, their family, 
and claim they ask nothing from children beyond 
studying and having good grades. in this case, 
youngsters feel left out when they are not given 
the chance to participate actively in their family life 
decisions and acknowledge what is happening in 
their house, preventing them from polishing their 
maturity and responsibility. 

A good example is changing kids’ school and only 
telling them next year, without discussing the 
resolution together. Children already knew how the 
other school worked, were used to teachers and 
employees, had friends, and a routine. Therefore, 
with this abrupt change, without a previous 
conversation explaining reasons why they did 
that and how the new school will work, there is a 
huge possibility they are going to feel frustrated, 
disrespected and undervalued, lowering their self-
esteem by leaving them feeling their word is silenced 
and cultivating resentment. Moreover, they only 
learn how to obey, not to face responsibilities and 
make decisions, which is really harmful when the 
world expects this from them soon afterward. such 
an example is deciding a major in college: after years 
of lowering our heads to everything, all at once we 

have to make a life-changing decision without any 
experience. You also may feel or have felt lost and 
confused at this time, and would appreciate a lot if 
you had more experience in this so as not to feel so 
unprepared.
 
Thirdly, last but not least, roosevelt presents the 
importance of becoming an individual with your 
own values and beliefs. it is crucial that from an 
early age we develop our personality and have 
self-knowledge, so we can become confident, 
emotionally smart people, and share ideas within 
our community to contribute to the world with 
our precious and unique way of being. i highly 
believe that if parents cultivate their relationship 
with children by being empathetic and respectful, 
treating them equally, considering their thoughts 
and feelings, sharing with them their life decisions 
and wanting them to take part and be aware of 
all of them, kids and teenagers will acquire self-
confidence, will enrich their character, will learn 
how to think by themselves and how to share 
their understandings respectfully. Consequently, 
children will know who they are and will become a 
remarkable, admirable, and lovely adults, that surely 
is going to play an important role in the world.
 
indeed, young people are the golden seeds 
with which to blossom a peaceful, pleasant, and 
worthwhile world. For this reason, i think we 
should take care of them with all attention, care, 
and love available, contemplating aside from 
others, the three aspects i mentioned in this 
article. We, as young people too, can look over it 
with diligence, always trying to become a better 
person and assisting others to be the best version 
of themselves.
                                                                                                         
Júlia dos Santos Acerbi
Design - Selina Niemi
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Maritime traditions
An azure sea, golden beaches and maybe a forest in the 
background – this is what a lot of the people are searching for, 

when choosing their next summer holiday destination.
 

Yet, beyond the more visible natural assets, coastal areas also 
have long traditions that characterizes the coastal landscapes 

and historically shaped the community’s way of living. 
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Through our work within the interreg Europe 
Project CHErisH (Creating opportunities for 

regional growth through promoting Cultural 
HEritage of fisHing communities in Europe) we 
have the privilege to learn about the tangible 
and intangible heritage of these areas and to 
work, hand in hand with locals, to recover those 
traditions preventing them to get lost forever. 
To give you an idea of what we are working 
on and hopefully arise your curiosity, we will 
take you on a tour along European coasts.  
We will start from Portugal, the westernmost 
country in Europe. On the northwest coast 
of Portugal, the word sargaço was once well-
known among farmers and fishermen. The term 
refers to different species of algae, that people 
used to collect at the beach after a storm or 
directly from the seawater. Given the general 
lack of resources, local coastal communities 
started to harvest the algae and make full use of 
their healing and cosmetic properties and their 
fertilizing potential. Due to social and economic 
changes, this old tradition has almost been lost, 
and nowadays, in fact, only a limited number 
of people are still engaged in this activity. 
Fortunately, local people and new generations 
are rediscovering those traditional techniques 
and the economic and environmental added 
value of those old practices.
   
The next stop of our journey is the fishing 
community of Arnemuiden, in the Netherlands. 
Arnemuiden has the largest and most modern 
fleets in Zeeland as it developed its industry 
from small-scale daily fishing near ports to 
large-scale fishing operations in the North 
sea. Once upon a time, one could recognize 
the origin of the fishermen from the patterns 
of their sweaters – each village had a typical 
one. recently, a proud and community 
engaged group of women, has decided to start 
producing sweaters according to traditional 
fishermen models and patterns using modern 
and trendy colors. The whole community has 
been involved in promoting and marketing 
the historic fishing sweaters as unique pieces 
of everyday streetwear. The local young 
people appreciated this project very much. 
The success of sweater sales has transformed 
the Arnemuiden Fishery sweater into a brand, 
and the initiative has been taken over by other 
fishing villages in other parts of Europe.
  

Let us move to the south-east of Europe for the 
final stage of our journey. Did you know that 
the Cypriot art of shipbuilding has been known 
for centuries in the whole Mediterranean area? 
it is in fact a very ancient tradition, there are 
even documents that affirm how Alexander the 
Great employed engineers from Cyprus to build 
his warships, but today this activity is most 
likely to be lost. For this reason, the Traditional 
Boats Lab, since 2015, offers students the 
opportunity to understand the basic principles 
of ancient and traditional shipbuilding. The 
laboratory, hosted by Cyprus University, plays 
an important role in the protection of the 
maritime cultural heritage of the island and 
covers both the practical and theoretical side 
of the shipbuilding tradition – young students 
can learn and practice shipbuilding but they 
are also involved in research and cataloguing 
activities.  
 
indeed, all over Europe, the abandonment 
of fishing by young people is considered a 
significant problem. For this reason, workshops 
and initiatives have been set up in various 
regions, to bring the younger population closer 
to this world and its culture.

These are only few examples of the best 
practices we are working on within the project 
CHErisH. As of now, international cooperation 
efforts as well as the exchange of experiences 
and the activities promoted among the fishing 
communities engaged in the CHErisH project 
have already allowed the development of 
regional policies for the protection and 
promotion of the cultural heritage of these 
areas. if you want to know more about the 
project and the other case studies, please visit 
https://www.interregeurope.eu/cherish/

Yara Cancilla  
Cristina Nazzari

Pictures: Cristina Nazzari

Design - Ewelina Chańska
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Sultani i muajit 11
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Ramazani, në Islam, muaji i nëntë i kalendarit musliman. 
Fillon dhe mbaron me shfaqjen egjysmëhënës. Për 

shkak se viti kalendarik musliman është më i shkurtër 
se vitikalendarik Gregorian, Ramazani fillon 10-12 ditë 
më herët çdo vit. Për muslimanët,Ramazani është një 
periudhë introspeksioni, namazi komunal në xhami dhe 
leximii Kur’anit. Zoti i fal mëkatet e kaluara të atyre që 
vëzhgojnë muajin e shenjtëme agjërim, lutje dhe qëllim 
besnik. Gjatë muajit të Ramazanit, muslimanët nukdo 
të hanë apo pinë midis lindjës dhe perëndimit të diellit. 
Kjo quhet agjërim. Agjërimi është i rëndësishëm gjatë 
Ramazanit pasi i lejon muslimanët tëpërkushtohen në 
besimin e tyre dhe t’i afrohen Zotit. Pas iftarit (fundi 
iagjërimit për çdo ditë), njerëzit dalin dhe vijnë së 
bashku me miqtë dhefamiljet deri në Sahur (fillimi i 
agjërimit për çdo ditë). Shumica e vendevekanë ngjarje 
të veçanta dhe shfaqje tradicionale gjatë Ramazanit.

Megjithëse muslimanët u urdhëruan për herë tëparë 
të agjërojnë në vitin e dytë të hixhrit (624 e.s.), ata 
besojnë sepraktika e agjërimit në të vërtetë nuk është 
një inovacion i monoteizmit, porpërkundrazi ka qenë 
gjithmonë e nevojshme që besimtarët të arrijnë takua 
(frikae Zotit). Ata tregojnë për faktin se paganët para-
islamikë të Mekës agjëruan nëditën e dhjetë të Muharremit 
për të shuar mëkatin dhe për të shmangurthatësirën. 
Philip Jenkins argumenton se respektimi i agjërimit 
të Ramazanit urrit nga “disiplina e rreptë Lenten e 
Kishave Siriane”, një postulimi vërtetuar nga studiues 
të tjerë, përfshirë teologun Paul-Gordon Chandler, 
poru kundërshtua nga disa akademikë muslimanë.



CULTURE
VArGJETrrETH rAMAZANiT NE kUr’AN
• (jeni të obliguar për) Ditë tëcaktuara, e kush është 

i sëmurë prej jush ose është në udhëtim (e nuk 
agjëroi),atëherë ai (le të agjërojë) më vonë aq ditë. 
E ata që i rëndon ai (nuk mund tëagjërojnë), janë 
të obliguar për kompenzim, ushqim (ditor), i një të 
varfëri aiqë nga vullneti jep më tepër, ajo është aqë 
më mirë për te. Mirëpo, po që sedini, agjërimi është 
më i mirë për ju.

• (ato ditë të numëruara janë)Muaji i ramadanit që në 
te (filloi të) shpallet Kur’ani, që është udhërëfyespër 
njerëz dhe sqaruesi i rrugës së drejtë dhe dallues (i 
të vërtetës ngagënjeshtra). E kush e përjeton prej 
jush këtë muaj, le të agjërojë, ndërsa kushështë 
i sëmurë ose në udhëtim, le të agjërojë aqë ditë 
nga ditët e mëvonshme. All-llahu me këtë dëshiron 
lehtësim për ju, e nuk dëshiron vështërsim për ju.(të 
agjëroni ditët e lëshuara më vonë) Që të plotësoni 
numrin, të madhëroniAll-llahun për atë se u udhëzoi 
dhe që të falenderoni.

• Natëne agjërimit u është lejuar afrimi te gratë 
tuaja, ato janë prehje për ju dhe jujeni prehje për 
ato. All-llahu e di se ju e keni mashtruar vetveten, 
andaj uapranoi pendimin tuaj dhe ua fali gabimin. 
Tash e tutje bashkohuni me to dhekërkoni atë që 
ua ka caktuar All-llahu dhe hani e pinin derisa qartë 
tëdallohet peri i bardhë nga peri i zi në agim, e pastaj 
agjërimin plotësojenideri në mbrëmje. E kur jeni të 
izoluar (në i’tikafë) në xhamia, mos t’uafroheni atyre 
(për marëdhënie intime). këto janë dispozitat e All-
llahut, pramos i kundërshtoni. Ja kështu, në këtë 
mënyrë All-llahu ua sqaron njerëzveargumentet e 
veta që ata të ruhen.    

        Dogukan Sever
        Përkthim: Arbnor Rexhepi

Pyetjerreth ramazanit

Çfar besojnëmuslimanët që fitojnë nga 
agjërimi?
Disa ngapërfitimet kryesore të 
ramazanit është mëshirë e shtuar për 
nevojtarët, njëndjenjë të pastrimit 
të vetvetes dhe reflektimit dhe një 
përqendrim i përtërirëshpirtëror. 
Myslimanët gjithashtu vlerësojnë 
ndjenjën e bashkësisë me familjedhe 
miqtë gjatë gjithë muajit. Ndoshta 
përfitimi më i madh praktik është 
mësimivjetor në vetëpërmbajtje 
dhe disiplinë që mund të sjellë 
përpara aspektet tjeratë jetës së një 
muslimani siç janë puna dhe arsimi.

Pseagjërojnë muslimanët?
Agjërimi përkthehetlirshëm si “të 
përmbahesh”. Kështu që gjatë 
Ramazanit muslimanëtangazhohen 
të mos hanë, pinë, ndalesa e duhanit, 
apo edhe përtypjen e çamçakëzitgjatë 
orëve të ditës. Por nuk shihet vetëm për 
kufizimin fizik, por gjithashtui referohet 
mendimeve, veprimeve dhe fjalëve 
të këqija. Shumë njerëz supozojnëse 
Ramazani ka të bëjë me privimin, por në 
Islam shpesh është koha për tëkaluar me 
familjen, duke hapur iftar pas perëndimit 
të diellit. Vetë agjërimika për qëllim të 
ndihmojë muslimanët të mësojnë rreth 
vetë-disiplinës dhevetëpërmbajtjes, 
dhe t’u mundësojë atyre që të 
bashkohen me ata që kanë nevojë.

Si mund tëndihmojnë bashkëpunëtorët 
dhe miqtë jo-muslimanë dikë që 
agjëron?
Punëdhënësit, bashkëpuntorët dhe 
mësuesit mund të ndihmojnë duke 
kuptuar rëndësinë eramazanit dhe 
duke treguar një gatishmëri për të bërë 
kompensime të vogla përkërkesat e 
tij fizike. Kujdes i veçantë mund t’u 
kushtohet gjërave të tilla sikërkesa për 
kohën e pushimeve, nevoja për orare 
fleksibël të mëngjesit osembrëmjes 
së punës, dhe detyra më të lehta të 
detyrave të shtëpisë. Gjithashtushumë 
e rëndësishme që punëtorëve 
muslimanë dhe studentëve t’u jepet 
kohë përtë marrë pjesë në lutjet 
e Bajramit në fund të ramazanit.
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Доцна ќе е
(Неферноста на постоењето)
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Пробај да сториш добро,
лошо ќе те најде

Чекај да изгрее сонцето, 
тоа уште повеќе ќе зајде

Потруди се успешен да бидеш,
ќе пропаднеш ти
Почни да дишеш,
ќе се закашлаш, 

лишен од можноста да живееш ти!

Побарај нечија помош,
изгонет ќе си

Отвори ги твоите порти,
разочаран ќе мораш да ги затвориш ти

Посакај нешто,
тоа ќе се оддалечи од тебе двојно

Засакај некого,
за тоа ќе платиш скапо.

Погледни го слатко,
ќе те изрезили јако.

Замоли ги чесно,
побарај им втора шанса,
само ќе си нанесеш мака

Најди начин да се спасиш,
само ќе се згнасиш,

ќе се згнасиш од она 
што пред себе го гледаш,

од векот во кој твоето тело живее,
се обидува да те заштити тоа,

а ти со зборови погрдни го гнасиш!

Бори се за да изгубиш.
Потруди се слушнат да бидеш,

ти гласот твој во еден збор ќе го дадеш

Потруди се да живееш*,
оти после доцна ќе е

Дафина Веселиноска

*The Smiths -  There is a light that never goes out

Design - Ewelina Chańska
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Interstellar
Great sci-fi set in dystopian future where humanity is struggling to survive. The 
story goes from Earth to a wormwhole near saturn with astrounats searching 
a new home for humankind. Great sci-fi, produced in a cooperation of scientists. 
Already a good story has been streghten with amazing soundtrack, visual 
effects and screenplay. 

Movie review 
by voices teaM

Mommy - Xavier Dolan

A wonderful videoclip of life where every next song doesn’t 
make any sense and in the same time it makes sense a lot. 

Toy Story
it’s not only for children, it’s for everyone because it tells the 
story of being together.

The grand 
Budapest Hotel - Wes Anderson

Funny, it keep us in suspense until the end !
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Shutter island
A bit dark but a great thriller with interesting and surprising 
plot, and of course Leonardo DiCaprio.

Les poupées 
russes - Cédric Klapisch

An enjoyable cross-border movie about finding your own life path.
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